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Who is Billy Meier?
"Billy" Eduard Albert Meier was born in Bülach, Switzerland on February 3, 1937. For over 67 years, he has
maintained a series of physical and telepathic contacts with extraterrestrial beings who claim they come from
the Plejares star system. Acting as a mediator and spokesperson for the Pleiadians/Plejaren from planet Erra,
Eduard Meier imparts their fascinating, esoteric teachings and wisdom to us and assists them in their
monumental task of guiding Earth mankind back to the path we have left so long ago.
Billy's contacts with extraterrestrials began at age five when he was prepared for his life's work through the
teachings of Sfath, an extraterrestrial man from the Plejares. Asket, Billy's second contact person, continued
his education for another eleven years, guiding him through many lands on Earth to learn about terrestrial
beliefs and cultures.
On January 28, 1975, he began a series of over 100 contacts with Semjase, a female Pleiadian/Plejaran.
During several contacts Billy was allowed to photograph her "beamship" during flight maneuvers. He took
over 1,000 of the clearest UFO pictures ever seen, a very small proportion of which you can see in the
gallery. The actual contact conversations were written down word-for-word and contain many interesting
facts on Earth history, humanities, sciences and spiritual topics. Since 1989, Billy has been having
approximately four contacts a year with Ptaah, the father of Semjase, and has had well over 600 contacts to
date.

Index:

Special wiki index of all Billy related information.

Common misconceptions
List of common misconceptions about the FIGU information by subject
Explanation about the broad subject of why

• Billy must take the precaution to not allow the knowledge of how and at what point in time he will
depart from all others unexpectedly and unassumingly from the worldly living area, so that an idol
would not be made of him, if the dates would come to be known. Its only allowed to be known that
he will again, in around 800 years, be the centre point of this innermost group, as this already existed
in earlier times on various occasions and also exists today.[1]
• He does keep in touch with his biological brothers and sisters, with two (Hedi and Berti) of his three
sisters who are still alive. His two brothers and one sister (Vreni) are dead.[2]
• Billy worked out the universe mathematically in Contact Report 119.[3]
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